
 

 
 
Announcing the newest toys from SmartLab Toys, perfect for 
home learning + fun! 

  
 
Outdoor Science Lab comes equipped with everything curious kids need to explore the wide world of 
science right outside their back door. This portable lab is packed with real science tools, hands-on 
activities, and special components that invite kids to identify, classify, measure, test, and analyze the 
natural world around them.  
 
Watch the demo video here!  
 

 
 
Storm Watcher Weather Lab is our NEW and IMPROVED all-in-one weather monitoring kit for the 
budding meteorologist. The weather lab base lets kids conduct experiments involving wind speed, wind 
direction, temperature, rainfall, atmospheric pressure, the water cycle, evaporation, the greenhouse 
effect, acid rain, drought, and more.  
 
Watch the demo video here!  
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hannah.moushabeck@quarto.com 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CT1gqAAqhH0
https://www.amazon.com/SmartLab-Toys-Storm-Watcher-Weather/dp/B08BVYJ76L?ref_=ast_sto_dp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIhw_6NFkFg


 

Kitchen Science Lab is a deluxe component and activity-filled science kit that builds on the brand’s best-
selling core category of delivering fun experiments to curious kids. Using common ingredients from the 
kitchen, kids will use the special lab vessels to conduct over 40 science experiments. 

Watch the demo video here!  

 

Go Natural! Lip Balm Lab builds on the success of our best-selling Lip Balm Boutique kit by 
including flavor, color, and a custom mix-and-melt silicone mold that goes directly into the 
microwave oven. This deluxe kit also features a creation station, lip balm pods, and two-sided 
travel pods that slip into even the snuggest jeans pocket. 

Watch the demo video here!  

Please reach out to request a sample copies!  

About Smart Lab Toys®, a division of Quarto Publishing Group USA Inc. Follow us at @SmartLabToys 
Since 2004, SmartLab Toys has been a leading designer of educational toys for children ages six through fourteen. Our brain-building content 
inspires the imagination through exhilarating experiments and creative learning. We believe children learn best through hands-on exploration 
and discovery, and we deliver those experiences by creating inventive toys packaged with engaging editorial content, fun interactive activities, 
and solid science. And each of our STEAM toys stands out in the industry by including a kid-friendly illustrated book that provides a wealth of 
information on the given topic. 

https://www.amazon.com/SmartLab-Toys-Kitchen-Science-Lab/dp/B08BWC7LRT?ref_=ast_sto_dp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tb2fIZLS8m4
https://www.amazon.com/SmartLab-Toys-Natural-Complete-Balm/dp/0760369194?ref_=ast_sto_dp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkrRcJh2_ms

